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after some questioning, taran and toot are told to return to the jungle, where they will
find a body from which they can try and figure out who it is. they do so, and it is the

scientist who was looking for them earlier. taran and toot, along with cheeta, meet up
with the other elephants to try and escape from the command centre. they then find

out that the elephants have been captured, and are on the way to the island. while this
is the basic plot, there are so many more ideas used in the film, such as family ties,
communication with the animals, and the importance of family. all of these ideas are

good, and an exciting story. the first complaint is my biggest complaint: as i mentioned,
i have a hard time getting the indian voices out of my head. that being said, i have

many complaints about the hindi voices that are used. i really felt they were necessary,
and were distracting. next, sometimes the animation in the movie really irritated me.
this isn’t meant to be a negative or a complaint about the film; this is just my general

advice for anyone watching this movie: look at the movie for what it is. if you don’t
understand what you’re watching, look at the beginning again to get familiar with the

characters and setting. the pacing works really well. it starts slow, with the parrot
lisping all the words he has learned in advance of the journey. we get a glimpse of how
the world before man, and the animals were like, since the beginning of time. we get to

know the animals, and the relationships between them which makes this movie. the
performances are very well done, from the main actors right down to the extras and

people we meet along the way. their scenes are well executed, and they do very well in
voicing the emotion, action and personality.
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film details subject: animals user rating: 5.7 stars out of 5 score: 5.7/10 runtime: 1h
36min director: nikhil advani writers: nikhil advani (as nikhil advani) nikhil advani (as

nikhil advani) actor: cary elwes , christopher lloyd , tara strong , carlos alazraqui , brad
garrett , tom kerry genre: animation, comedy , drama year: 2012 country: united states
language: hindi video type: bluray format: mp4,mkv,mkv number of discs: 1 dvd region:

region 0 dvd release date: 1 december 2012 after an opening bar, we are in india on
some kind of a bus ride. the journey takes a steep and long turn towards our familys
house. the house is beautiful, with lovely long vines that lead to a beautiful garden.
when we get to the house we step outside and are welcomed by a park where the

family has lived for many years, but many times the family has left the house because it
has not been safe to live there. the house is now in a jungle. the atmosphere is still

there, but a lot is missing, a lot of memories and family possessions have been lost in
the jungle and tigers can be heard in the distance. we learn more about the family, and

that is when we finally meet the central character of the film, a young leopard cub
named jai. jai goes to explore the world outside of his home when he hears a noise in
the jungle which he thinks is a kind of a tiger. when he finds the tiger, he names him

tiger. he and his mother live alone in the jungle, and when we see tiger play with jai his
loyalty for his mother is there. we learn about his mother and tiger learns about himself

and what it means to be a tiger in the jungle. 5ec8ef588b
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